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Notability / Ginger Labs

Good note-taking, but shines at all things graphic.
Simple user interface.

SUMMARY Excellent note-taking app with good graphic tools 
and some unique features.

Full resolution zoom, change script to thin or bold
by zooming, rotate, customizable full color palette,

change opacity, re-size any element. 

UNIQUE FEATURES ’Magic box’, Audio recording in synch with note-
taking, importing PDFs for markup. Pages scroll 
vertically, with parts of two pages usable at once.

iOS / iPad, iPhone and iPod Touch PLATFORMS/

DEVICES

iOS / iPad

$7.99 PRICE $4.99 (on sale for limited time at $1.99)

Gallery of notebooks with unlimited pages each,
organized and searchable by name or date.

Navigate notebooks by arrows at top of page or
by scrolling through thumbnails.

NOTE STORAGE/

ORGANIZING

Library holds notes in CATEGORY folders with 
SUBJECT tabs. Also viewable as ALL, UNFILED, 
or by search results. Unlimited pages with three 
ways of accessing them - scrolling vertically, page 
up/down buttons, and thumbnails.

Add text box anywhere with or without colored
background using over 50 fonts with styles and

sizes from 1 to 360 points. 8 preset colors,
customizable with unlimited full color palette.

TYPING/FONTS/

SIZES/COLORS

Text or floating text box. About 50 fonts in sizes 
from 8-96 points. 16 colors; you can set three 
favorite font-size-color presets to quickly change 
for, say, headings.

Pen, pencil, brush and eraser. Variable line width,
exaggerated when zooming.

DRAWING/

WRITING TOOLS/

COLORS

Handwriting tool with 12 line widths and 16 colors, 
eraser, undo/redo.

Can define a background for text or paint over text
or drawing/writing with brush. (Text always on top)

HIGHLIGHTING Highlighter tool with 12 line widths and 16 colors, 
eraser, undo/redo.

No. See Stickyboard2 App. STICKIES Yes.

No. See Vittle App. VOICE RECORDING Yes, synced with notes. Tapping a notation during 
playback plays what was recorded when that note 
was written.

Zoom in and out by pinching, lasso to select and
move, selection can be re-sized or proportions

changed.

ZOOM/MOVING/RE-SIZING Zoom in and out by pinching, also has a zoom 
window with an enlarged input area that moves 
ahead as you write, the ’magic box’. Select and 
drag to move. No re-sizing.

Yes. CUT/COPY/PASTE Yes.

Email, Tweet, save snapshot. SHARING NOTES Yes, by email, Dropbox, Google Drive, Twitter, 
Box, WebDAV, Printer, iTunes and open in 
another App.

Add picture anywhere, move, re-size, change to
b/w

IMPORTING, ADDING

PICTURES

Imports photos from albums, or taken by camera, 
a figure drawn in a separate tool area, web clips, 
Stickies, and PDFs from other apps (for 
markup/annotation)

PDF or JPEG, open in any other Apps that
support those formats including Dropbox,

Evernote, Google Drive, etc for access from
anywhere

EXPORTING See Sharing

See Exporting INTEGRATIONS See Sharing. Also will auto-synch to your favorite 
cloud service and backup to iCloud

Five types of stationery plus create custom
stationery from photos, make it color or b/w,

change intensity.

STATIONERY

Changing page background

15 colors with 4 line and 4 grid sizes

Very similar to Penultimate, but overcomes the
limitation of how much you can write on a page by

added features - zoom, text, re-sizing ink, pencil,
brush, unlimited colors. 

Great for brainstorming ideas or laying out web
pages because you can move things so easily.
Real strength is in anything graphic, sketching

and drawing.

BOTTOM LINE Excellent for note-taking. The ’magic box’ input 
allows dense handwriting similar to pen and paper 
notes. 
The tools provide for many ways of adding 
graphics. 
The recording feature could be very handy.


